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Chapter 3Knowledge management andDeision Support3.1 IntrodutionChapter 2 addressed the onept of sustainable innovation, both in terms of theonepts sustainability and innovation, and in terms of knowledge of sustainabi-lity and sustainability of knowledge. From that disussion, problem-solving andknowledge management are reognised as key proesses for sustainable innovation.Knowledge of sustainability, if applied in problem-solving proesses of an individ-ual, results in an improvement of the sustainability of an individual's behaviourregarding the arti�ial system he is operating. Consequently this is assumed toimprove the equilibrium between the arti�ial system and its environment. Be-ause of ontinuous hanges of the arti�ial system and the system's environment,the knowledge of sustainability needs to be updated ontinuously. For this, know-ledge management is identi�ed as the proess to realise the sustainability of theknowledge of sustainability.As a governing proess of sustainable innovation, we identi�ed knowledge man-agement. We made the assumption that knowledge management ontrols know-ledge proessing and problem-solving proesses that underlie sustainable innova-tion. Knowledge management proesses are believed to detet and resolve prob-lems in problem solving proesses. Suh problems for instane are the inabilityto onstrut a problem spae that aptures an enountered problem. This is thease the problem is ill-strutured (see setion 2.2.3). Deision support systemsare instruments that provide assistane in problem solving proesses, and regard-ing our researh these are instruments that are used to stimulate sustainability ofknowledge.The ommon-sense approah is that knowledge forms the linking-pin betweenknowledge management and problem-solving proesses on the one hand, andproblem-solving proesses and deision support systems on the other. First, know-ledge is the key ingredient in problem solving proesses (Simon, 1977). Seond,knowledge management proesses detet and resolve problems that relate to know-ledge (among others Firestone, 2003; MElroy, 2003). Third, deision support sys-73



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supporttems target to support problem solving proesses at the level of the knowledge thatis used in these proesses (Holsapple & Whinston, 1996; Shreiber et al., 2000).Unfortunately, the desribed relations between knowledge management, pro-blem solving proesses, and deision support systems in reality are more omplex.Beause this researh fouses on the use of deision support systems as knowledgemanagement interventions to improve knowledge of sustainability and sustainabi-lity of knowledge, a more formal spei�ation is needed of the indiated relations.Two perspetives are reognised regarding knowledge management, namelytop-down and bottom-up. Currently, knowledge management is primarily ap-proahed from the former perspetive, taking a organisational level, proess per-spetive on knowledge management (among others MElroy, 2003). In ontrast,a bottom-up perspetive entres around humans and tasks in whih they performtheir problem solving ativities (see for instane Shreiber et al., 2000). We on-sider knowledge to be a fator of human individuals and basi ingredient in problemsolving proesses. In addition, sustainable innovation is posited as a proess thatinvolves human problem solving. Therefore, towards knowledge management thisthesis adopts a bottom-up perspetive. In this hapter, this bottom-up approahis explained.Beause knowledge is identi�ed as linking pin, a de�nition of knowledge is startedwith. Preisely indiating what the term knowledge means, is not easy. Alreadyin anient Greee, philosophers have tried to de�ne the onept of knowledge. Ofthe Greek philosophers, Plato had a strong inuene on the knowledge disussion.Plato posited knowledge as `justi�ed true belief' (Edwards, 1967; Kakabadse, Kak-abadse, & Kouzmin, 2003; MElroy, 2003; Nonaka & Takeuhi, 1995). Currently,this de�nition of knowledge is adopted widely. However, aording to Edwards(1967), Plato's knowledge de�nition reeived muh ritiism, whih fouses on allthree elements of `justi�ed true belief'. From this ritiism, we onlude that theommonly aepted knowledge de�nition of `justi�ed true belief' has many pitfalls.Sine our objets of study are deision support systems, the `justi�ed true belief'might not be the appropriate de�nition to use.As indiated in hapter 1, in our researh we adopt a knowledge engineeringperspetive (e.g. Holsapple & Whinston, 1996; Newell, 1982; Russell & Norvig,2003; Shreiber et al., 2000; Turban & Aronson, 2001) towards knowledge. Fromthis perspetive knowledge is de�ned as a olletion of knowledge elements (basedon the notion of knowledge assets by among others Boisot, 1999; Shreiber et al.,2000). Suh a knowledge element is a meaningful mental representation residingin an intelligent ator's mind, i.e. a human's mind (see also Newell & Simon,1972; Newell, 1982). Knowledge elements are treated as primitives that annot bedeomposed further. Our knowledge of sustainability onept denotes a olletionof knowledge elements.Mental representations are strutures, whih onsist of one or more knowledgeelements, that together onstrut an individual's environment as the individualknows it as he experiened it in the past, experienes it now, and might experi-ene it in the future (Wilson & Keil, 1999). Consequently, the individual basesations in his environment on the mental representations he has. Additional tothe term knowledge element, we reognise the term knowledge domain (among74



3.1. Introdutionothers Shreiber et al., 2000). The onept of knowledge domain is de�ned as aoherent olletion of knowledge elements, whih denotes a ertain set of skills,or �eld of expertise (e.g. engineering, hemistry, arpeting, etetera). The know-ledge of sustainability onept onerns the knowledge domain of sustainability.More spei�ally, knowledge of sustainability onerns a nested knowledge do-main. Beause sustainability refers to the relation between an arti�ial systemand its environment (see hapter 1), the knowledge domain of sustainability on-tains knowledge elements that are statements1about the knowledge domain of thearti�ial system (e.g. what fators determine the arti�ial system's sustainability).Considering knowledge elements in the above presented fashion brings forthtwo issues of relevane for knowledge management. First, similar to the exeutionof problem solving proesses, knowledge elements are stritly personal. They arethe representations of the pereived environment that reside within an individual'smind. Beause of the personal nature of knowledge elements, di�erent individualsneed not possess the same knowledge elements. Assuming two individuals existwithin one environment, they onstrut their own knowledge elements to representthis environment (Von Glaserfeld, 1989). Seond, an individual's knowledge andhis environment are onneted, and annot be onsidered separately from eahother. The seond issue follows diretly from the de�nition of the knowledgeelement: a representation of the environment. This implies that an individual byde�nition annot apply his knowledge in every environment in whih he is plaed.Additionally to being a representation, or in other words having ertain on-tent, multiple types of knowledge are distinguished. Polanyi (1962) made thebroadly used distintion between tait and expliit knowledge. An individual aneasily ommuniate expliit knowledge. In ontrast, tait knowledge is generallytreated as the type of knowledge that annot be ommuniated easily. A re-�nement of Polanyi's (1962) knowledge typology stems from Jorna et al. (2004),who distinguish sensory, oded, and theoretial knowledge. In our researh, thesetypologies are not used expliitly as a re�nement; we argue that our notion ofknowledge as mental representations is ompatible with both given typologies.Using the provided de�nition of knowledge, setion 3.2 explores the link betweenknowledge management and problem solving proesses. From human problemsolving researh, we present a model desribing the human problem solving proess,fousing on the systems involved and the funtions exeuted: respetively theognitive arhiteture (Moran, 1983) and the human information proessor (Newell& Simon, 1972). This model is subsequently used to make the onnetion withknowledge management. The objetives of knowledge management are explained,and the knowledge management toolkit is introdued, ontaining the instrumentsavailable to reah the objetives.Having lari�ed the knowledge management - problem solving proesses on-netion, setion 3.3 addresses deision support systems as knowledge managementinstrument of intervention and objet of this study. Intervention using deisionsupport systems is explained using the link between deision support systemsand problem solving proess. We emphasise on the notion of task oriented de-ision support (see for instane Shreiber et al., 2000; Tansley & Hayball, 1993).1MElroy (2002b) uses the term knowledge laim.75



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision SupportNext, we disuss design issues regarding deision support systems, addressing dei-sion support systems' omposing parts, the omponents' funtions, and how theseomponents an be designed. We spei�ally fous on design hallenges regard-ing human-omputer interation in relation to knowledge reation at the side ofits user. Finally, the use of deision support systems in relation to knowledge ofsustainability and sustainability of knowledge is addressed.3.2 Knowledge management and problem solvingKnowledge management is a relatively young disipline that originated from the�eld of organisational learning and information and ommuniation tehnologyin the early 1990's (Sarborough & Swan, 2001; MElroy, 2002b). Knowledgemanagement literature's primary fous is on the management of how knowledge isproessed (MElroy, 2003; Sarborough & Swan, 2001). Knowledge proesses suhas knowledge integration, knowledge odi�ation, etetera are identi�ed (e.g. Jornaet al., 2004; Kakabadse et al., 2003). Therefore, the link with problem solving,being a knowledge proess, is expeted to exist. Regarding this link, we under-stand problem solving to have a lear fous on ontent, a fous that onnets tothe knowledge of sustainabilityonept. Knowledge management moreover fouseson the organisation and oordination of individuals regarding their knowledge,onneting to sustainability of knowledge.Knowledge management literature hardly makes the onnetion between know-ledge management and problem solving, and if the link is made, no spei�ation isgiven of how knowledge management interventions a�et the problem solving pro-ess regarding knowledge. For instane, Leonard (1995) onnets knowledge man-agement and the onept of shared problem solving. Di�erenes between problem-solving proesses of individuals are used to explain shared problem-solving. How-ever, she provides no insight in these individual problem-solving proesses. Nordoes she speify how these problem solving proesses onnet to the knowledge sheintends to manage. Furthermore, knowledge management e�orts target shared pro-blem solving at the level of groups; how knowledge management a�ets individualproblem solving remains unlear.Additional to onneting knowledge management and problem solving, MEl-roy (2003) also makes the link between knowledge management and sustainableinnovation. He pereives knowledge management as the organisational proessthat aims to improve knowledge proessing within the organisation (MElroy, 2003,p.188). From his point of view, knowledge management is the organisational meh-anism to inuene proesses of sustainable innovation, and hene problem solvingproesses. However, also he does not speify how problem solving proesses areinuened at the knowledge level, i.e. at the level of mental representations.In ontrast to knowledge management, problem solving has been the objet ofstudy for a relatively long period, reeiving interest from various disiplines. Forinstane, von Helmholtz (1896) who interested in proesses of reativity, was oneof the �rst to oneptualise the proess of human's reative problem solving (asreferened in Buijs, 1987). Within philosophy and eduation, the disussion onproblem solving was traed bak to the early 1900's (e.g. Dewey, 1910). Problem76



3.2. Knowledge management and problem solvingsolving studies foused strongly on theory building and modelling the systemsinvolved in the human proess of problem solving. As a result, the outomes ofproblem solving researh impated a variety of �elds, suh as management siene(Simon, 1945, 1977) and arti�ial intelligene (Newell & Simon, 1972; Newell,1982; Luger & Stubble�eld, 1998; Klein & Methlie, 1995; Russell & Norvig, 2003;Simon, 1973).However, problem solving researh is not as lear-ut as the above overviewsuggests. Multiple models of humans engaged in problem solving ativities havebeen developed (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983; Meyer & Kieras, 1997a, 1997b;Newell & Simon, 1972). Eah of these models emphasises other aspets of problemsolving. And yet, although they di�er, essentially these models desribe the sameobjet: a human-being engaged in problem solving.Also problem solving researh has not expliitly made the link with knowledgemanagement. However, beause its strong fous on model reation and theorybuilding, we argue that problem solving researh o�ers the neessary footholds.Therefore, in the remainder of this setion we use insights from problem solvingresearh to identify the relationship between knowledge and the human proess ofproblem solving. Having lari�ed the relationship between knowledge and problemsolving, the onnetion to knowledge management is made.3.2.1 A framework of problem solvingThe onept of problem solving bases on the idea that a human being strives toresolve a problem in a ertain environment (Newell & Simon, 1972, p.87). Regard-ing problem solving, the terms problem, goal, and task are used interhangeably(Newell & Simon, 1972). A task is de�ned as a goal that is pursued or a problemthat needs to be solved. The problem is solved through problem solving ativitiesperformed by an individual. A part of an individual's environment de�nes histask: this part is labelled the task environment (Newell & Simon, 1972).Simon (1977) desribed human problem solving as a proess that onsists ofthe phases of intelligene, design, and hoie. In setion 1.2.2, these phases areexplained in detail. Setion 2.2.3 extends the disussion on problem solving, elabo-rating on the distintion between well- and ill-strutured problems. Also in setion1.2.2, we indiated that knowledge is used to guide the proess of problem solving.Or the other way around, the knowledge elements that an individual has, deter-mine the �nal shape of the problem solving proess. From this thesis' de�nition ofknowledge (setion 1.2.2), it is lear that the individual's environment is atomiallyonneted with the individual's knowledge. Consequently, in order to understandan individual's problem solving proess, the individual, his knowledge, and hisenvironment need to be onsidered (Newell & Simon, 1972).Based on the above observations, the onept of the problem solving system isformulated, whih we de�ne as the aggregate of the individual engaged in problemsolving and his respetive task environment in whih he exeutes his problemsolving ativities. For the remainder of this thesis, a human engaged in problemsolving ativities is termed human problem solver (a term originating from Newell& Simon, 1972). Conerning the problem solving system, we remark that theonept of the problem proessing system �ts our notion of arti�ial system; the77



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportproblem proessing system is oneptualised, built and used for and by humans (seehapter 1). What remains to be disussed is the omposition of the problem solvingsystem and its funtionality. First, we address the funtionality and arhiteture ofthe human problem solver. Seond, the task environment is disussed, identifyingrelevant parts from an organisational perspetive. Regarding the problem solvingsystem, we require a model that on the one hand makes the onnetion between thebehaviour of the problem solving system and the human problem solving proess,and on the other hand desribes knowledge proesses that underlie human problemsolving.The human problem solverConerning the individual human problem solver, our perspetive on problem sol-ving and knowledge onnets to Newell and Simon's (1972) original idea of per-eiving the human problem solver as an information proessing system. Newelland Simon de�ne an information proessing system as a system that onsists ofreeptors and e�etors, enabling the system's exhange of information with itsenvironment, a memory apable to store symbol strutures, and a proessor thatproesses information from the reeptors and memory and produe outputs to-wards memory and e�etors (Newell & Simon, 1972, p.20). These elements formthe ognitive arhiteture of the information proessing system, on top of whihproblem solving proesses take plae. Beause among others, omputers also meetthe de�nition of information proessing system, the term human information pro-essor (Card et al., 1983) is used to distinguish the human problem solver fromother information proessing systems.The idea to pereive human problem solvers as human information proessorsand model them as suh (Newell & Simon, 1972, p.89), has been adopted by many(e.g. Card et al., 1983; Meyer & Kieras, 1997a; Lamain, 2000). Both appliationsof the initial model and alterations or re�nements of Newell and Simon's (1972)model of the human problem solver are found in literature. Various approahesto modelling the human problem solver are reognised. Foussing on the humanproblem solving proess, Newell and Simon's (1972) model depits the human in-formation proessor from a funtional perspetive, emphasising the operations ofthe human information proessor during problem solving. They assumed a ertainognitive arhiteture of the human information proessor. This ognitive arhi-teture is modelled by among others Anderson and Lebiere (1998), Card et al.(1983), and Meyer and Kieras (1997a, 1997b). These models fous on the di�er-ent subsystems that proess information within the human information proessor.Newell and Simon (1972) losely onneted to the proess of problem solving.Models desribing the ognitive arhiteture indiate whih ognitive systems areinvolved in the handling of knowledge. Beause we aim to onnet problem solvingand knowledge proessing, we disuss both layers of problem solving and ognitivearhiteture.Figure 3.1 displays Newell and Simon's (1972) model of the human informationproessor from a funtional point of view, presenting the proesses that omprisehuman problem solving. In �gure 3.1, irles depit the main funtions the hu-78



3.2. Knowledge management and problem solvingman information proessor uses during problem solving. Starting with the funtiontranslate input, the pereived task environment is translated into an internal repre-sentation. This funtion immediately selets the problem spae in whih a ertainproblem is spei�ed. The thus aquired internal representation of the problem tobe solved, is subsequently subjeted to the other problem solving funtions. Basedon the internal representation, the funtion selet method selets a method to solvethe problem. Next, apply method applies the method on the internal representa-tion. Apply method halts either when the appliation is suessful and a solutionto the problem was found, or if the funtion is stopped. If unsuessful, problemsolving ontinues in one of the following three diretions: (i) another method istried issuing a new selet method ; (ii) the internal representation is altered throughthe appliation of funtion hange representation; and (iii) problem solving on-erning the problem at hand is terminated. From the funtion apply method, newproblems may arise, whih the human information proessor might onsider tosolve �rst, before ontinuing his work on the original problem.
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Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision SupportSimon's (1972) model of the human information proessor does not indiate whihsystems perform the identi�ed funtions, nor how human problem solving and theunderlying knowledge proesses are onneted. We argue that it provides insuÆ-ient footholds for intervention regarding improvement of knowledge of sustaina-bility and sustainability of knowledge. Suh footholds for intervention are believedto reside at the level of the ognitive arhiteture, on top of whih problem solvingproesses take plae. Our aim is to hange individuals' knowledge to improve thesustainability of their behaviour. Newell and Simon's (1972) model shows howthis is proessed. It shows not how knowledge is reated and stored. Therefore, inaddition to Newell and Simon's (1972) model, we require a model that desribeshow individuals aquire new knowledge and how this inuenes their behaviour.Multiple models of the ognitive arhiteture of the human information proessorexist, eah emphasising di�erent aspets of the system. In priniple, the basimodel is Card et al.'s (1983) model human proessor. The model human proessordesribes the human information proessor onsisting of (i) the pereptual system,(ii) the ognitive system, and (iii) the motor system (see �gure 3.2). These systemsare interonneted and are able to exhange information with eah other (Cardet al., 1983, p.24). Anderson and Lebiere's (1998) and Meyer and Kieras's (1997a,1997b) models are extensions to the model human proessor, in whih emphasis isplaed on one of the underlying subsystems. John, Rosenbloom, and Newell (1985)extends Card et al.'s (1983) original model, inluding the priniple of stimulus-response behaviour. Anderson and Lebiere's (1998) ACT-R model elaborates onthe ognitive system and memory. Meyer and Kieras (1997a, 1997b) extend themodel human proessor with a more re�ned model of the pereptual and motorsystems. Wilson and Keil (1999) indiate that newer insights into human ognitiveproesses follow from the work of Huthins (1995) on distributed ognition2. Forthe purpose of our study, Card et al.'s (1983) model suÆes.In Card et al.'s (1983) model human proessor, the pereptual system onsistsof a pereptual proessor and pereptual memories (for eah of the senses a per-eptual memory is reognised). The pereptual proessor reates representationsfrom observed environmental signals. These observed signals are labelled informa-tion (Card et al., 1983). The formed representations are subsequently stored inthe pereptual memories.The ognitive system onsists of two ognitive memories and a ognitive pro-essor. The �rst ognitive memory is the working memory, whih stores represen-tations that result from the pereptual system or from ativities of the ognitiveproessor. The seond ognitive memory is the long-term memory whih holds thehistorially generated representations of the human information proessor. Cardet al. (1983) state that the working memory is part of the long-term memory; theworking memory is the set of ativated parts of long-term memory (Card et al.,1983, p.36)3. Furthermore, the pereptual memories are part of a human informa-tion proessor's working memory (Card et al., 1983, p.28). Hene, similar to work-2With distributed ognition, Huthins onsiders work, i.e. a set of oherent tasks, as \problemsolving that is dealt with by the workers as a whole: a ulturally organized setting, omprisingindividuals, organizational roles, proedures, tools, and praties" (Wilson & Keil, 1999, p.131)3Erisson and Simon (1984, p114-118) argue that working memory, or short-term memory,ontains the information that is attended to or `heeded'.80



3.2. Knowledge management and problem solving
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Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supporttally and atively assimilate and aommodate knowledge (Rajlih, 2003; Savery& Du�y, 2001; Von Glaserfeld, 1989). The onstrutivist view explains learning interms of underlying ognitive proesses. The proess of assimilation denotes thatindividuals who learn proess new fats and �t them into the existing knowledge inthe form of shemata4. The onstrution of shemata onsists of three parts: (1)reognition of a ertain situation (reognise), (2) assoiation of a spei� ativity(at) within the situation and (3) expetation of a ertain result (Von Glaserfeld,1989, p.127). When the expetation has not been met (resulting in the genera-tion of a perturbation: a ondition for ognitive hange), the individual has toreorganise (at) his existing knowledge so that new shemata an be onstruted.This proess is alled aommodation (Rajlih, 2003; Von Glaserfeld, 1989). It islear that from a onstrutivist view, prior knowledge is an important fator in thelearning proess. Besides onstrutivist literature, the importane of prior know-ledge has ample evidene in literature from various �elds (e.g. Beier & Akerman,2005; Greene, 1995; Hinds, Patterson, & Pfe�er, 2001). When information andfats still �t imperfetly into a user's prior knowledge, users modify the fats tomake them �t. However, when the di�erene between the individual's prior know-ledge and the information provided is too large, no assimilation or aommodationwill take plae at all.A theory that formally desribes whih representations are and whih are notstored in the human problem solver's memory upon reognition is Valiant's `Theoryof the Learnable' (Valiant, 1984). In his theory, Valiant states that knowledgeelements highly resembling the knowledge elements that already reside in memoryare reognised easier, and hene learnt easier. Knowledge elements that appeardi�erent than those knowledge elements that a human problem solver already hasin his memory, remain largely unreognised. Tulving and Thompson (1973) disussempirial �ndings onerning the question when knowledge elements are stored inmemory, and when they are retrieved.Finally, the human information proessor's motor system onsists of a mo-tor proessor and e�etors (i.e. the human information proessor's musles). Themotor proessor translates representations into signals that ontrol the human in-formation proessor's musles. The signalled musles ontrat, and thus produeation from the human information proessor's earlier reasoning. For a more de-tailed desription of the model human proessor, we refer to Card et al. (1983).Newell and Simon's (1972) and Card et al.'s (1983) models are onneted throughthe ognitive proessor. The ognitive proessor is able to exeute the di�er-ent funtions that ompose the human problem solving proess (as identi�ed byNewell & Simon, 1972). The ognitive proessor exeutes a series of reognise-atoperations on working memory. The proesses of translate input, selet method,apply method, hange representation, and a�et environment all onern opera-tions of the ognitive proessor on the human information proessor's memory.Consequently, the human information proessor's memory stores the internal rep-resentations that hold a entral position in Newell and Simon's (1972) model (see4\Shemata are the psyhologial onstruts that are postulated to aount for the molarforms of human generi knowledge." (Wilson & Keil, 1999, p.729). That is shemata are mentalrepresentations varying from very simple to very omplex.82



3.2. Knowledge management and problem solving�gure 3.1). As a result, the problem spae that is onstruted during problemsolving is stored within the human information proessor's memory.The integration of the funtional and arhitetural models of the human in-formation proessor, ends our disussion on the human problem solver. In ourdisussion on problem solving and the ognitive arhiteture, knowledge was iden-ti�ed as the key element. Earlier, we stated that knowledge is an individual'smental representation that is indivisible from the individual's environment. In thenext setion, we elaborate on the task environment onept.The task environmentConerning the task environment, Newell and Simon also provided an initial model,postulating the onept of task environment using the terms task, goal, and pro-blem (Newell & Simon, 1972, p.55). Central to their oneptualisation of the taskenvironment is the idea that the human information proessor reates his owninternal representation of his task environment. The task environment herebyimposes limitations upon the human problem solver; \an analysis of the task en-vironment produes a desription of the onstraints on behaviour that must besatis�ed to attain the problem goals at a spei�ed level of intelligene or adaptiv-ity" (Newell & Simon, 1972, p.83). The internal representation onsequently formsthe problem spae in whih the human problem solver de�nes his problem, andsearhes for a suitable solution (following Simon, 1977). Unfortunately, Newell andSimon (1972) did not extend their idea of task environment further than desribedabove. Beause our researh fouses on human problem solvers' behaviour in anorganisational ontext, a more detailed way to desribe the task environment isappropriate.In our researh, we suggest to partition a human problem solver' task environ-ment in a soial and a tehno-strutural part (following among others Alvesson& K�arreman, 2001). The soial part denotes other human problem solvers withwhom the foal human problem solver task-wise interats. The tehno-struturalpart of the human problem solver' task environment onerns natural and arti�ialsystems. The suggested partitioning of the task environment is adopted from asimilar partitioning made in knowledge management (e.g. Alvesson & K�arreman,2001; Shadbolt & Milton, 1999) and knowledge engineering (e.g. Shreiber et al.,2000). We disuss the partitioning used in knowledge engineering in more detail.In their CommonKADS methodology for knowledge engineering, Shreiber et al.(2000) provide a framework for the analysis of tasks that are exeuted by intelligentagents5. Shreiber et al. (2000) adopt two perspetives: embedding tasks in alarger ontext or bottom-up perspetive, and deomposing tasks in their primitiveomponents or top-down perspetive (also see Tansley & Hayball, 1993). In bothperspetives, goal, dependeny on other tasks, objets that are handled, agentsinvolved, an resoures used desribe a task (Shreiber et al., 2000, p.45).From the perspetive of embedding tasks in a larger ontext, Shreiber et al.5CommonKADS originates from the Knowledge Analysis and Design System (KADS), whihwas developed in the European Commission funded ESPRIT projet (Shreiber et al., 2000,p.xiii). 83



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Support(2000) and Tansley and Hayball (1993) position a task in the larger ontext ofan organisation. Organisations are seen as systems, with business proesses beingthe funtions. Tasks are the omponents that form the organisation's businessproesses. Or, the other way around, a business proess is the aggregate of aset of tasks. Shreiber et al. (2000) have a similar pereption of problem solvingsystems as this thesis'. Similar to the onept of the human problem solver,their methodology reognises intelligent ators that perform ativities in a taskenvironment, using knowledge. A task shapes the task environment in whih anintelligent ator performs ertain ativities. The task spei�es the desired situationof the task environment, whih the ator pursues to reah. Shreiber et al. (2000)desribe the task environment in terms that are native to management studies. Theorganisational ontext onsists of an organisational struture, internal proesses,members, ulture and power, resoures, and knowledge.Regarding the embedding of tasks in a larger ontext, we distinguish two typesof tasks: primary and seondary tasks. Primary tasks are those tasks that diretlyontribute to the business proess it is part of. Primary tasks form the skeletonof business proess and reate value. In ontrast, seondary tasks onern thosetasks that do not ontribute diretly to the business proesses they are part of.Instead, seondary tasks support primary tasks and are an indiret ontributionto business proesses. For example oordination is a seondary task for it does notontribute to business proess diretly, but is required for the primary tasks to beexeuted properly.Following Shreiber et al. (2000), the organisational ontext is desribed spei-fying its global harateristis. First, the organisation's mission, vision, and goalsare mapped. These form the overall objetive for the organisation. Seond, theorganisation's external ontext is identi�ed. Regarding this identi�ation, impor-tant external fators that inuene the organisation are plotted. The third fatorof importane for desribing the organisational ontext, is the organisation's strat-egy. The fourth and �nal fator that desribes the organisational ontext are theorganisation's value hain and its value drivers.Subsequently, Shreiber et al. (2000) zoom in on the organisation's struturalparameters. First, the organisational omponents, are desribed, suh as for ex-ample the organisation's departments or teams. Seond, the proesses of the or-ganisation are plotted. A omplete breakdown of the existing business proessesis given, speifying the tasks omposing the organisation's proesses. Third, theorganisational members are identi�ed that perform the identi�ed tasks. Fourth,the governing ulture and politis between the organisational members are spei-�ed. Fifth, the resoures that are used in the organisation's proesses are spei�ed.Finally, the knowledge that is used in the organisational proesses is desribed ingeneral terms.The seond perspetive Shreiber et al. (2000) present regarding tasks, deom-poses tasks into primitive omponents labelled inferenes. \An inferene arriesout a primitive reasoning step" (Shreiber et al., 2000, p.104). In other words,inferenes are the ognitive ativities human problem solvers exeute during pro-blem solving (see �gure 3.1), and in their turn onsist of spei� sequenes offuntions of the ognitive arhiteture (see �gure 3.2). Additional to inferenes,84



3.2. Knowledge management and problem solvingShreiber et al. (2000) reognise the onept of task method. Next to inferenes,a task may onsist of ertain standard groupings of inferenes, denoted as taskmethods. The deomposition of tasks in inferenes, forms the bridge between thetask environment (Shreiber et al., 2000), and the human problem solver onept.To aid the deomposition of tasks in inferenes, Shreiber et al. (2000) reogniseeleven task types divided into analyti and syntheti tasks, and formulate tasktemplates for eah of these task types. A task template is a generi breakdown ofa task type in inferenes. For instane, the task template `lassi�ation' desribesthe sequene of inferenes, used during a lassi�ation task6. Shreiber et al.'s(2000) set of eleven task types is a limited set of `generi task models'; moregeneri task models are found in Tansley and Hayball (1993, p.260).Shreiber et al.'s (2000) approah help to speify a human problem solver's taskenvironment with a ertain level of detail, onerning a spei� period. Generally,a task environment onstantly hanges. Task goals are adapted onstantly to �torganisational goals. Additionally, the arrangement and ontent of the human pro-blem solver's task environment is hanged ontinually. Both requiring the humanproblem solver to onstantly adapt to a hanging task environment, a mehanismthat is aptured in the sustainability of knowledge onept.The presented models of the human information proessor, and the model humanproessor and its task environment together desribe the problem solving sys-tem. The human information proessor model desribes what funtions underliehuman problem solving. One level deeper, the model human proessor spei�eshow information is proessed during problem solving ativities. The model humanproessor explains the funtioning of human memory. Spei�ally the onditionsare indiated when information is stored in long-term memory and when not. Inother words, the model human proessor desribes when an individual will aquireertain knowledge. Knowledge management is intended to funtion as a ontrolsystem to the problem solving system, ensuring sustainability of knowledge. Inother words, knowledge management interventions operate at the level of problemsolving systems. The next setion disusses knowledge management objetivesand interventions, using the model of the problem solving system disussed in thissetion as framework.3.2.2 Objetives of knowledge managementKnowledge management is de�ned as a proess that aims to improve the fun-tioning of a set of problem solving system's in an organisational ontext. Thisde�nition is a variation of MElroy's (2003) notion of knowledge management. Hede�nes knowledge management as a proess that enhanes knowledge proessing;knowledge proessing is \a soial proess that aounts for the prodution andintegration of knowledge for, and in, business proessing" (MElroy, 2003, p.188).Business proessing is explained as \the handling and management of transations... aimed at satisfying ustomers" (MElroy, 2003, p.188). MElroy (2003) bases6Shreiber et al. (2000) de�ne the `lassi�ation' task as determining the orret lass for anobjet. The objet's harateristis form the basis of the lassi�ation (Shreiber et al., 2000,p.129) 85



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportthe distintion of knowledge proessing and business proessing on the oneptsof single- and double-loop learning (Argyris & Sh�on, 1978).In essene, our onept of problem solving system that is more aligned withour de�nition of knowledge, is a di�erent ross-setion of an organisation thanMElroy's (2003) knowledge and business proessing. Instead of partitioning anorganisation into knowledge proessing and business proessing (MElroy, 2003),we entre around an individual human problem solver and his respetive task en-vironment, and label this aggregate as problem solving system. The individualhuman problem solver is a member of an organisation's soial system; the systemthat MElroy (2003) holds responsible for knowledge proessing. As indiated insetion 3.2.1, we pereive the task environment to onsist of a soial and a tehno-strutural aspet (a similar distintion is also made by among others Alvesson &K�arreman, 2001). The soial aspet onerns other human problem solvers fromMElroy's (2003) soial proess, with whom the foal human problem solver task-wise relates. Suh task-wise relations are either imposed upon the human problemsolver or emerge from the human problem solver's own behaviours. The tehno-strutural aspet onerns arti�ial systems, or the organisational strutures andtehnial resoures at the level of business proessing (MElroy, 2003). Buildingon Newell and Simon (1972), both the soial and tehno-strutural aspets arethe elements that impose limitations during problem solving ativities, demand-ing ertain behaviour from the human problem solver. Less negatively formulated,both aspets of the task environment fous the human problem solver's ations onhis task.The proess of knowledge management is a problem solving proess (Simon, 1977).Shreiber et al. (2000) divide the knowledge management proess in the proesssteps oneptualise, reet, and at, whih respetively orrespond to Simon's(1977) phases of (i) intelligene, (ii) design, and (iii) hoie (in this researh, Si-mon's terminology is used). In addition to the mentioned knowledge managementproess, Shreiber et al. (2000) reognise the knowledge objet level to be the levelwhere knowledge management ations are e�etuated. Human problem solvers,their task environments, and the knowledge elements the human problem solverspossess to perform their problem solving ativities omprise the knowledge objetlevel (Shreiber et al., 2000, p.76,78). In priniple, the knowledge objet level or-responds to MElroy's (2003) onepts of knowledge and business proessing, andour notion of the problem solving system, i.e. the level at whih knowledge of sus-tainability is proessed. Hene, knowledge management onerns the reognitionof knowledge related problems of a problem solving system, plotting a solutionto the identi�ed problems, and implementing this solution in the problem solvingsystem.Before going into the stages of knowledge management in detail, from the modelhuman proessor two phases are identi�ed in the life-yle of a knowledge elementthat are of importane from a knowledge management perspetive. First, the on-strution and remembrane of the knowledge element is of importane; the latterreferring to the addition of the knowledge element to the human problem solver'smemory. Setion 3.2.1 argues that knowledge elements are formed through in-formation transfer from the task environment towards the human problem solver.86



3.2. Knowledge management and problem solvingWe label the episode of onstrution and remembrane as knowledge reation. Se-ond, the knowledge element's retrieval from the human problem solver's memoryand the appliation in his ognitive ativities (e.g. problem solving ativities) isof importane. Conerning retrieval, setion 3.2.1 states that the human problemsolver indues ations within his task environment based on the outomes of hisproblem solving proesses. From an information perspetive, the human problemsolver transfers information towards his task environment. We label the episode ofknowledge element retrieval and appliation as knowledge use. The harateristisof both stages of knowledge reation and knowledge use need to be taken into on-sideration in knowledge management ativities to meet the purpose of knowledgemanagement: improving the funtioning of one or more problem solving systems.Beause knowledge management itself is reognised as a problem solving pro-ess, knowledge management is pereived as the proess of a problem solving sys-tem in whih a human problem solver performs problem solving ativities in a taskenvironment. In this researh, the human problem solver involved in knowledgemanagement ativities is labelled the knowledge manager. The problem solvingativities of the knowledge manager, relate to the reognition and resolution ofknowledge related problems within his task environment, i.e. one or more problemsolving systems. More spei�, in our researh the knowledge manager fouseson the realisation of sustainability of knowledge. A knowledge-related problemis a situation in whih a ertain knowledge element laks from a human pro-blem solver's memory within one of the problem solving systems in the knowledgemanager's task environment. We denote a situation in whih a human problemsolver laks a knowledge element as a knowledge gap (based on the notion of theepistemi gap as mentioned in Firestone, 2003). More spei�, a knowledge gaponerns a situation in whih a human problem solver annot retrieve or is unableto reate a knowledge element that is required to exeute his task. During theintelligene phase of knowledge management, these knowledge gaps are identi�ed.The identi�ation of a knowledge gap onsequently results in the formulation ofdi�erent solutions to resolve the deteted problem and onsequently the seletionof a solution. In our researh these knowledge gaps onern gaps relating to know-ledge of sustainability. However, beause knowledge is reated solely through anindividual's interation with his environment, knowledge management e�orts donot diretly resolve knowledge gaps. Instead, knowledge management interven-tions only failitate the reation of the laking knowledge elements by a�etingthe interation between the human problem solver and his task environment (f.Firestone, 2003; MElroy, 2003); they a�et knowledge proessing.We identify a variety of situations in whih a knowledge gap exists in general;situations that are also relevant regarding knowledge gaps in relation to knowledgeof sustainability. Foussing on the identi�ation of knowledge gaps onerning asingle problem solving system in the task environment of a knowledge manager, twosituations are distinguished. In the �rst situation, the problem solving system'shuman problem solver possesses all knowledge elements he requires for his problemsolving ativities. In this situation, no knowledge gap is present. In the seondsituation, the human problem solver laks a ertain knowledge element, whihwithholds him from performing his problem solving ativities. In this situation,87



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supporta knowledge gap is present, whih distorts the funtioning of the problem solvingsystem. Therefore, some knowledge management intervention is neessary so thatthe identi�ed knowledge gap an be resolved, in order to improve the funtioningof the problem solving system.Multiple situations of knowledge gaps are reognised onerning a set of twoor more problem solving systems in the knowledge manager's task environment.Again, a single human problem solver and a ertain knowledge element form thebasis of reognising a knowledge gap. In ase none of the human problem solversof the set of problem solving systems laks a knowledge element, no knowledge gapexists. A knowledge gap does exist in ase one or more human problem solversmiss a knowledge element that is required to perform problem solving ativities.Beause more than one human problem solver resides in the set of problem sol-ving systems, two distint situations are possible. First, the required knowledgeelement resides in the mind of some other human problem solver in the knowledgemanager's task environment. This situation is referred to using the term know-ledge misplaement. A similar situation is desribed in Cohen, Marh, and Olsen's(1972) treatise `a garbage an model of organizational hoie', in whih problemsand solutions to these problems are dispersed among organisational members. Se-ond, the required knowledge element does not reside in any of the human problemsolvers' minds, in the knowledge manager's task environment. This situation islabelled a situation of knowledge absene. In all mentioned situations, some know-ledge management intervention is needed to resolve an identi�ed knowledge gap.Additionally, it is not possible to determine whih situation is enountered a pri-ori, in pratie; the knowledge manager needs to make an inventory of the set ofhuman problem solvers and the knowledge they possess, and update this inventoryfrequently to determine the appliable situation.From the above identi�ed situations, we derive the following knowledge manage-ment objetives. A situation of knowledge misplaement requires the transfer ofthe knowledge element from the human problem solver who possesses it to the onewho needs it. The related objetive to this situation is labelled knowledge trans-fer. Knowledge transfer is the proess that underlies MElroy's (2003) oneptof knowledge integration (see also setion 1.1). A situation of knowledge absenerequires the development of the knowledge element from srath. We denote thissituation, as knowledge prodution (MElroy, 2003).Underlying knowledge transfer, the involved human problem solvers exeuteknowledge reation and knowledge use ativities. Knowledge transfer onernsthe interation of one human problem solver with a human problem solver fromthe soial aspet of his task environment. Conerning the involved human pro-blem solvers, two roles are identi�ed. The human problem solver that possessesthe knowledge element is referred to as the sender; the human problem solver withthe knowledge gap is the reeiver. The sender translates the knowledge element hepossesses into an information stream and sends this stream towards the reeiver.Upon reeption, the reeiver reates a knowledge element from the reeived in-formation in his mind. To a ertain degree the newly reated knowledge elementresembles the sender's original knowledge element. However, the onstrution ofthis knowledge element does not mean that the reeiver has understood the new88



3.2. Knowledge management and problem solvingknowledge element (see setion refsubset a framework of problem solving).Similarly, underlying knowledge prodution, a human problem solver exeutesthe ativities of knowledge reation and knowledge use. Instead of soial intera-tion, the interation of the human problem solver with the tehno-strutural aspetof his task environment stands entral. Through a proess of trial-and-error, thehuman problem solver is able to generate new knowledge elements from his taskenvironment. These new knowledge elements aid the human problem solver toaquire an understanding of his task environment, and to develop new knowledgethat he onsequently an use in his future problem solving ativities.In addition to the above mentioned objetives of knowledge management, a sit-uation in whih a human problem solver is onfronted with a knowledge elementthat di�ers from his prior aquired knowledge, is labelled a situation of knowledgerossover (Faber & Jorna, 2005; Faber & Peters, 2006; Peters, 2006). Regardingknowledge reation, the model human proessor indiates that a human problemsolver onstruts a knowledge element through interation with his environment.Subsequently, he stores this knowledge element in his short term memory (see se-tion 3.2.1). Whether the human problem solver remembers the onstruted know-ledge elements, depends on the human problem solver's prior aquired knowledge(Tulving & Thompson, 1973; Valiant, 1984). Only in ase the onstruted know-ledge element is reognised through the reognise-at proess, will the knowledgeelement be remembered, and stored within the human problem solver's memory(Card et al., 1983). Normally, the human problem solver is able to reognise andadd knowledge elements that resemble the knowledge elements already within hismind. In other words, the knowledge domain with whih the human problemsolver is aquainted, determines whih knowledge elements are reognised (domes-ti) and whih are not (foreign). Beause they emerge from a di�erent ontext,essentially the meaning and underlying logi of knowledge elements from a for-eign knowledge domain are inompatible with those from a domesti knowledgedomain. Hene, knowledge rossover limits the ativity of knowledge reation ofthe individual human problem solver (see also setion 3.2.1).Above, we have identi�ed di�erent knowledge-related problem situations and dif-ferent knowledge management objetives that are formulated from these. Thequestion remains how these situations and objetives link to this thesis' main top-is: knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge. Eventually, weaim to improve the sustainability of human behaviour through interventions at thelevel of knowledge. In the next setion, we disuss how knowledge management asdisussed above onnets to our main topis.3.2.3 Knowledge management and sustainable innovationSustainable innovation is explained as a problem solving proess, in whih know-ledge of sustainability is developed ontinually; a development that is denoted bysustainability of knowledge (see hapters 1 and 2). In other words, sustainableinnovation is realised through the onstant exeution of problem solving ativitiesby human problem solvers. These human problem solvers fous their ativities onimproving the sustainability of their problem solving system; they fous on the89



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportrealisation of sustainability of knowledge. Suh a proess of onstantly improvingthe problem solving system's sustainability inherently implies the human problemsolver's ontinuous reation of knowledge of sustainability relating to the problemsolving system.The ontinuous reation of knowledge of sustainability applies equally wellto the human problem solvers of the unit of exeution and to the human pro-blem solvers that ompose the unit of adoption, two of the units that have beenidenti�ed within innovation proesses (see hapter 2). By de�nition, members ofthe unit of exeution ontinually reate knowledge of sustainability. Dependingon the harateristis of the situation that the members of the unit of exeutionenounter, their ativities pursue the knowledge management objetives of know-ledge prodution or knowledge transfer (see setion 3.2.2). Developed knowledgeof sustainability subsequently is transferred to the unit of adoption. The proess ofreation of knowledge of sustainability and transfer of this knowledge to the unit ofadoption, are the ativities that map onto respetively the oneptualisation andommerialisation phases of the innovation proess (see setion 2.2.3). During theoneptualisation phase reative ideas and produts are generated. Subsequently,during ommerialisation, these ideas are transformed into atual produts andtransferred from the unit of exeution to the unit of adoption.In terms of knowledge, the oneptualisation phase equals the seond gener-ation knowledge management phase of knowledge prodution (see setion 2.2.3).The oneptualisation phase primarily onerns the development of new know-ledge of sustainability about an arti�ial system. First, this onerns knowledgeof sustainability regarding the environment in whih the arti�ial system is aboutto funtion. Seond, knowledge about the intended users of the system is inorpo-rated in the knowledge of sustainability. During oneptualisation, sustainabilityof knowledge fouses strongly on the resolution of knowledge gaps in terms ofknowledge misplaement and knowledge absene.The ommerialisation phase onerns the seond generation knowledge man-agement phase of knowledge integration (MElroy, 2003). In addition to the de-veloped arti�ial system, generated knowledge of sustainability now needs to betransferred to the unit of adoption; the unit that is going to use the arti�ialsystem. The fous of sustainability of knowledge now lies on the integration ofknowledge of sustainability into the knowledge of the human problem solvers thatomprise the unit of adoption. Summarising, the knowledge management ob-jetives of knowledge prodution and knowledge integration and the innovationphases of oneptualisation and ommerialisation are strongly interonneted;for innovation proesses to exeute smoothly, adequate knowledge management isessential.Conerning knowledge management interventions, the harateristis of inno-vation need to be taken into onsideration. In hapter 2, innovation is explainedas the introdution of something new within a unit of adoption. Therefore, weargue that innovation prinipally results in a situation of knowledge rossover inthe unit of adoption, regarding knowledge of sustainability. Members of the unitof adoption are onfronted with foreign knowledge elements of knowledge of sus-tainability, whih do not neessarily onnet to their domesti knowledge elementsof knowledge of sustainability. 90



3.2. Knowledge management and problem solvingAlthough promising, Valiant's (1984) researh on the learnability of oneptsformally indiates that learning foreign knowledge elements is very limited. Con-luding, only when knowledge elements of knowledge of sustainability highly re-semble knowledge elements from an existing olletion, they are learnable. Ad-ditionally, Valiant suggests that foreign knowledge elements only are learnt whenthey are broken up into smaller piees. Breaking up eah knowledge element froma foreign domain into smaller piees makes learning foreign knowledge elements aostly proess and less suitable to handle knowledge rossover.Knowledge management interventions regarding an organisation's problem solvingsystems aim to aomplish one of the mentioned knowledge management obje-tives and to ontribute to sustainability of knowledge. Additionally, these inter-ventions need to take the limitation of knowledge rossover into aount. Multipleinstruments exist to implement knowledge management interventions. These aredisussed in the next setion.3.2.4 Instruments of knowledge management: the KM tool-kitThe olletion of available tools for knowledge management interventions is la-belled the knowledge management toolkit, whih aids to ahieve knowledge man-agement objetives. To realise the objetives of knowledge management, know-ledge management tools operate through soial or tehno-strutural media of in-teration (Alvesson & K�arreman, 2001; Shadbolt & Milton, 1999). Via the formermedium, a human problem solver's knowledge is inuened through the soialaspet of the task environment, entring on soial interation and humans (Alves-son & K�arreman, 2001). Via the latter medium, interventions take plae at thetehno-strutural aspet of the task environment, hanging the information ows,either using information tehnology (Ruggles, 1998) or hange of poliies (MElroy,2003).Interventions through the soial aspet of the task environment aim to hangehuman problem solvers' knowledge, supplying them with knowledge elements thatsubsequently an integrate into the set they already hold in their minds. Ex-amples of intervention through soial interation are for instane ommunities ofpratie (e.g. Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998), story-telling, or regular train-ing programmes. A ommunity of pratie is a group of human problem solversthat together form a ommunity around a shared interest. Additionally, Wenger(1998) typi�es ommunities of pratie along three dimensions. First, the ideaof a \joint enterprise" (Wenger, 1998) among the ommunity's members. Se-ond, members of the ommunity of pratie are interonneted through \mutualengagement" (Wenger, 1998). Third, the ommunity's members have developeda \shared repertoire of ommunal resoures" (Wenger, 1998). Story-telling is ex-plained as one human problem solver's sharing his experienes with other humanproblem solvers, expressing these experienes verbally.Information tehnologial tools over a broad �eld, varying with regards tothe utilisation of priniples from knowledge tehnology (Klein & Methlie, 1995).Without using priniples from knowledge tehnology, database systems (e.g. El-91



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportmasri & Navathe, 1994) provide strutures of data storage. In ontrast, priniplesfrom knowledge tehnology form the basis of expert and deision support systems(as disussed in Keen & Sott Morton, 1978; Klein & Methlie, 1995), the latterlosely onneting to the proess of human problem solving.Both interventions through the soial and the tehno-strutural aspet of ahuman problem solver's task environment intend to failitate the transfer and pro-dution of knowledge. However, some tehnial di�erenes between the two mediaof interventions exist. Soial interation allows for diret information exhangebetween human problem solvers. In ontrast, information tehnology requires hu-man problem solvers to translate their knowledge elements into information thatan be ontained by tehnial objets, e.g. omputers, papers, tools, etetera, re-quiring a ertain level of formalisation. During design of a knowledge managementintervention, a hoie needs to be made whih medium of intervention is used toresolve the enountered knowledge related problem.The enountered situation in whih a knowledge gap exists and the set know-ledge management objetives form the framework that determines the suitabil-ity of a spei� knowledge management intervention. Whih situations might beenountered onerning proesses of sustainable innovation, were reognised insetion 3.2.2.As a knowledge management instrument, deision support systems usually areapplied to supply experts' knowledge to human problem solvers with a similarbut less extensive set of knowledge elements. Note that these systems providedeision support relating to a spei� domain. Deision support aross knowledgedomains is hardly disussed. This lak of disussion however does not imply thatdeision support systems are not suitable to provide support to a human problemsolver with knowledge elements that stem from a foreign knowledge domain, nor insituations of sustainable innovation. In the next setion, we elaborate on deisionsupport systems, putting emphasis on design fators for applying deision supportsystems in situations of knowledge rossover in general and identify the role ofdeision support systems in sustainable innovation.3.3 Deision support systemsOne of the results from deision-making researh are deision support systems.Studies into deision making has its roots in multiple sienti� disiplines, whihfall apart into two ategories (following Klein & Methlie, 1995). Quantitativemethods form the basis of the presriptive theories. This theoretial streamemerged from eonomis, operations researh, and management siene, and re-sulted in what is alled deision methodology. On the other side of the spetrum,behavioural sienes onentrated on the formulation of desriptive theories of hu-man deision making. These desriptive theories follow from the �elds of ognitivepsyhology, studies of human hoie, and other soial sienes. From this streamof researh, the sienti� �elds of arti�ial intelligene and behavioural deisionmaking emerged. Computer systems arrying labels suh as deision support sys-tems, expert systems, and knowledge based deision support systems stem fromthe merging of the di�erent streams of thought, uniting desriptive and presrip-tive theories (Klein & Methlie, 1995, p.3-6).92



3.3. Deision support systemsIn order to improve an individual's problem solving ativities relating to thedomain of sustainability, the use of deision support systems is onsidered in thisresearh. Deision support systems intend to aid a human problem solver tosolve problems regarding his task environment, and regarding a ertain knowledgedomain. In this researh, Klein and Methlie's (1995) de�nition of deision supportsystems is adopted. They de�ne deision support systems as:A omputer program that provides information in a given domainof appliation by means of analytial deision models and aess todatabases, in order to support a deision maker in making deisionse�etively in omplex and ill-strutured (non-programmable) tasks.(Klein & Methlie, 1995, p.112)From the above de�nition, the harateristis that distinguish a deision sup-port system from other types of omputer systems are the elements of deisionmodels and and underlying database. Keen and Sott Morton sharpen this dis-tintion, stating that deision support systems are omputer systems that (i)omplement, instead of replae human problem solving, and (ii) enhane dei-sion making e�etiveness (Keen & Sott Morton, 1978, p.1). Some disagreementexists onerning a third harateristi that Keen and Sott Morton (1978) iden-tify, being the struturedness of problems that a deision support system is able tosupport. Klein and Methlie (1995) speify that a deision support system providessupport onerning ill-strutured problems. In ontrast, Keen and Sott Morton(1978) indiate that deision support systems are only apable to provide supportonerning problems that are well-strutured or semi-strutured at the most.Conerning the question whether a deision support system provides supportonerning well- or ill-strutured problems, thus whether it an be used in a sus-tainable innovation ontext, we do not make suh distintions. We argue that adeision support system is suitable to provide support to human problem solvers,regardless of the struturedness of the problem that onfronts them. A deisionsupport system provides support regarding all three phases of the problem solvingproess. We argue that the struturedness of a problem determines whih of thethree phases of the problem solving proess the deision support system empha-sises. For instane, a deision support system that aids a human problem solverin solving a well-strutured problem, more likely supports the hoie phase. Inase of a well-strutured problem, the problem spae, and the available solutionalternatives are largely known. Beause an ill-strutured problem is typi�ed byamong other things an unknown problem spae and unknown solutions, it is morelikely that deision support systems that providing support regarding ill-struturedproblems fous on the intelligene phase (e.g. Jorna, 2001).Besides the debate about the sort of problems a deision support system isable to support, some disussion exists onerning the use of the term deisionsupport system (e.g. Klein & Methlie, 1995). Conerning omputer systems thatsupport human problem solvers in their task, the terms deision support system,expert system, and knowledge-based deision support system are enountered.Aording to Klein and Methlie (1995), a deision support system provides deisionsupport through ombining di�erent databases and presenting the informationwithin in a uniform manner. Expert systems are omputer based systems that93



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportmimi an expert in a ertain domain (Klein & Methlie, 1995). Instead of joiningdi�erent databases, an expert system inorporates advaned searh tehniquesfrom arti�ial intelligene. These tehniques are used to opy an expert's behaviourwithin a ertain �eld of expertise. An example of expert systems is MYCIN, anexpert system that is able to diagnose infetious blood diseases, and based onthe diagnosis reommend a treatment (e.g. Russell & Norvig, 2003, p.23). Theombination of a deision support system and an expert system omprises whatKlein and Methlie (1995) label a knowledge-based deision support system. Theknowledge-based deision support system enables omprehensive searh throughlarge sets of information. It ombines multiple database systems and advanedsearh tehniques. We reognise the debate about the di�erent labels that havebeen put on omputer systems that provide support for human problem solvers.For onveniene, we use the term deision support system to denote systems thatombine several database systems with the use of advaned searh tehniques fromarti�ial intelligene to denote omputer systems that provide deision support,and aid human problem solvers in problem solving ativities.Foussing on deision support system onstrution, Holsapple and Whinston(1996) suggest a generi framework of deision support systems (see �gure 3.3),onsisting of a language system, presentation system, problem proessing system,and knowledge base (Holsapple & Whinston, 1996, p.168). The suggested modelimitates the human problem solver's ognitive arhiteture as desribed by themodel human proessor(Card et al., 1983). In other words, Holsapple and Whin-ston's (1996) framework of deision support systems onnet to the human problemsolver at the arhitetural level. Together, language and presentation system formthe deision support system's interfae between human and deision support sys-tem. The language system is the antagonist of the model human proessor's motorsystem, aepting and proessing a user's inputs. Next to navigational elements,the presentation system presents outomes of the deision support system's reason-ing, and if desired provides additional information explaining presented outomesor the underlying reasoning steps (Klein & Methlie, 1995, p.282). Herewith, thepresentation system forms the opposite of the model human proessor's pereptualsystem. The human-omputer interfae omponents and knowledge base are on-neted through the problem proessing system. Using a user's inputs and fatualinformation and inferene-rules from the knowledge base, the problem proessingsystem is able to make inferenes in relation to a ertain knowledge domain. Sub-sequently, outomes of these inferenes are transmitted bak to the presentationsystem omponent of the human-omputer interfae. Di�erent reasoning meha-nisms are used in the problem proessing system (see Luger & Stubble�eld, 1998).Finally, the knowledge base ontains the information that is used by the pro-blem proessing system. For instane, in a rule-based system, the knowledge baseontains fatual information and inferene-rules. Fatual information onerns en-oded delarative knowledge from a ertain knowledge domain. Inferene-rulesrepresent proedural knowledge from a ertain knowledge domain.From the above, several issues are identi�ed that we explore further in subsequentsetions. First, a deision support system is used with the intention to supporthuman problem solvers in problem solving ativities. We explore the onnetion94
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3.3. Deision support systemsrepresentation of the way they interat. Figure 3.5 portrays the division of theoriginal task and onsequenes for human and mahine.Figure 3.5 is an adaptation of Waern's (1989) original model that aligns withour notion of tasks and task environment. In her original model, we reognise twodistint oneptual levels: task level and domain level. Tasks reside at the tasklevel, whih desribes the ativities of human problem solver and deision supportsystem. At the domain level, representations reside that are used in the tasksexeuted by human problem solver and deision support system. In other words,systems that reside in the human problem solver's or deision support system's taskenvironment are represented at the domain level. We argue that Waern's `modelof task in system' and `model of user' are not tasks themselves. They provideto respetively human problem solver and deision support system a desriptionof their respetive ounter parties. Therefore, we position them on the domainlevel. In ontrast, `human-omputer ommuniation' and `meta-ommuniation'are tasks that are performed by both human problem solver and deision supportsystem, and therefore remain plaed at the task level.With the split-up of the original task into two subtasks, Waern (1989) spei-�es additional requirements regarding the new situation. Beause of the split-up,the two tasks are exeuted apart from eah other, but need to be synhronisedin order to generate the same result as the original task. Following Thompson(1967), the human problem solver and deision support system are reiproally in-terdependent. As a result, the human problem solver and deision support systemneed to oordinate their individual ations to produe the desired result together,using oordination by mutual adjustment (Thompson, 1967). Hene, the origi-nal task falls apart in primary tasks denoted by `task handling' and seondarytasks denoted by `human-omputer ommuniation' and `meta-ommuniation'(see �gure 3.5). `Human-omputer ommuniation' refers to information exhangethat diretly relates to task handling of either human problem solver or dei-sion support system. `Meta-ommuniation' refers to information exhange about`human-omputer ommuniation'.Waern (1989) states that in order for the human problem solver and the de-ision support system to oordinate their individual ations, they both need to`know' what subtask the other party exeutes, and how the other party may beommuniated with. For oordination, Waern (1989) indiates that both humanproblem solver and deision support system require a model of their ounter par-ties, reeting the other's task and harateristis. These are respetively the`model of task in system' and `model of user' in �gure 3.5.The `model of task in system' enables the human problem solver to determinewhere his task and the deision support system's task onnet, and to plan hisations. Waern (1989) spei�es that the human problem solver needs to learn howto use the deision support system. Waern (1989) bases the `model of task insystem' on the distintion between `the system' and `the task in the system'. Thisdistintion follows Moran's (1983) distintion between the external task (the taskthat onnets the deision support system to the user) and the inner task (thefuntions that are embedded in the deision support system). During the learningperiod, the human problem solver reates a mental model of the task that thesystem performs. When the human problem solver has formed the mental model,97



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supporthe is able to determine the deision support system's role in relation to his owntask, and is he able to oordinate his task with the deision support system's.Reversely, Waern (1989) argues that the deision support system requires a`model of user' that enables the deision support system to adapt to the humanproblem solver. The `model of user' is more or less elaborate. The level of elab-oration depends on the desired level of sophistiation of ommuniation betweenthe deision support system and human problem solver. At the lowest level ofsophistiation, Waern pitures the deision support system only ommuniatingjust enough information that the human problem solver needs to perform his task,thereby following a strit proedure. At the other end of the spetrum, Waernportrays adaptive systems that antiipate hanges of the `model of task in system'the human problem solver reates; the deision support system adapts to the hu-man problem solver's learning. Suh adaptive systems require extensive models oftheir user (Murray (1987) labels suh model `embedded user models' (as referredto by Waern, 1989, p.141)).Waern's (1989) framework provides footholds to shape the onnetions betweenhuman problem solver and deision support system at the level of problem solving.The human problem solver's and deision support system's `task handling' modelsrepresent the ativities of respetively the human problem solver and deisionsupport system. However, these onepts do not onnet the human problemsolver and deision support system at problem solving or ognitive level. The`model of task in system' and `model of user' enable the human problem solver anddeision support system to oordinate their individual problem solving ativities,and primarily ensure the onnetion at the level of problem solving. At the level ofproblem solving, these models realise the �t between the human problem solver'sand deision support system's subtasks.However, the `model of task in system' and `model of user' are not only of usein onneting human problem solver and deision support system regarding theirproblem solving ativities. The onnetion between human problem solver and de-ision support system is also inuened at the level of the ognitive arhiteture.The struture of the information that is exhanged between human problem solverand deision support system may be altered using these models. The `model oftask in system' also informs the human problem solver about the struture andsemantis of the information the deision support system is able to proess. Theother way around, the `model of user' informs the deision support system aboutwhat bakground the human problem solver has, and thus what information thehuman problem solver is able to understand (see setion 3.2.1). By informing eahother about oneself, both human problem solver and deision support system areable to adapt the information they exhange with eah other, suh that it �tsthe other's task representation. Waern (1989) indiates that the human problemsolver forms a `model of task in system' through instrution and during interationwith the deision support system. Reversely, the deision support system's `modelof user' needs to be programmed expliitly, either in a simple, non-adaptive form,or as an embedded user model (Murray, 1987), as explained earlier.Knowledge is not diretly used in tasks, for goals speify tasks and not the ognitiveativities that need to be performed in order to reah these goals. Setion 3.2.198



3.3. Deision support systemsalready introdued the onept of inferene. Shreiber et al. (2000, p.90) asribea entral position to the deomposition of tasks in inferenes in deision supportsystem design. In their approah, inferenes stand between tasks and domainknowledge that is used in these tasks: tasks onsist of inferenes. Knowledge froma ertain knowledge domain are inputs and outputs of inferenes. Figure 3.6 showsthe extension of �gure 3.5 with the notion of inferenes, presenting the inferenelayer.
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Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportthe same knowledge domain, we assume outomes of their tasks and inferenesare ommuniated diretly. Semantis and strutures of the used knowledge areassumed similar.However, in a situation of knowledge rossover (see setion 3.2.2), the pri-mary tasks of human problem solver and deision support system lie in di�erentknowledge domains by de�nition. In suh situations, `model of task in system'and `model of user' play an important role when attempting to reah knowledgemanagement objetives using deision support systems. A situation of knowledgerossover requires the information that is transmitted between human problemsolver and deision support system to be adapted to suh strutures and seman-tis that mathes the ounter party's knowledge; the deision support systemshould inorporate features, whih enhane the proesses of aommodation andassimilation (see setion 3.2.1). Only then will human problem solver or deisionsupport system understand the other's reasoning. The `model of task in system'hereby aids the human problem solver to alter his ommuniation suh that it isunderstood by the deision support system. Reversely, the `model of user' providesthe deision support system with the neessary information to adapt its ommu-niation with the human problem solver in order for the human problem solver tounderstand the message.Central topi in this setion was the question how human problem solvers are sup-ported by deision support systems, and how these are onneted at the level ofproblem solving. The onlusion is that both human problem solver and deisionsupport system require a representation of eah other in order to ommuniate atproblem solving level. What measures an be taken in deision support systemsremains the question. We argue that this question espeially is of interest in rela-tion to sustainability. In the next setion, we disuss the onstrution of deisionsupport systems.3.3.2 Designing deision support systemsThe design and onstrution of deision support systems are engineering ativi-ties, whih aim to give a spei� �lling-in of the omponents identi�ed in theprevious setion. These ativities belong to the �eld of knowledge engineering(Shreiber, 1996). In the last twenty years, the knowledge engineering �eld devel-oped systemati approahes to deision support system design. In our previousdisussion, the CommonKADS methodology has been mentioned several times(Shreiber et al., 2000). Other approahes towards the design of deision supportsystems are for instane SOAR/TAQL (Task AQuisition Language) (Yost, 1996),Protege-II (Rothenuh, Gennari, Eriksson, Puerta, Tu, & Musen, 1996), or VI-TAL (Motta, Stutt, & Zdrahal, 1996). In this thesis, the CommonKADS approahis used.Various roles are identi�ed in relation to knowledge engineering ativities (see
100



3.3. Deision support systemsShreiber et al., 2000)8. These are the knowledge manager, knowledge engineer,knowledge system developer, knowledge speialist, knowledge user, and projetmanager. Earlier, we already identi�ed the knowledge manager (see setion 3.2.2),and identi�ed his tasks (see setion 3.2.2). In relation to knowledge engineer-ing, the knowledge manager de�nes the interventions that are required to resolveidenti�ed, knowledge-related problems. Subsequently, the knowledge engineer fur-ther spei�es the interventions the knowledge manager de�nes. Eventually theknowledge engineer produes a omplete design of the omponents of the dei-sion support system that is developed. The knowledge engineer ommuniateswith various individuals. The knowledge speialist, who is an expert in a ertainknowledge domain, provides the knowledge engineer with knowledge regarding thedomain in whih the deision support system will funtion. The knowledge engi-neer translates this domain knowledge into the domain model in �gure 3.6. Theknowledge user, who is the human problem solver who is supported by the deisionsupport system, provides the requirements that the deision support system mustmeet. These requirements onern the level of skill and knowledge of the user(Shreiber et al., 2000). Essentially, the knowledge user provides the knowledgeengineer with the ingredients to make a design of the `model of user' in �gure 3.6.In pratie, the involvement of the intended user of a deision support system, orinformation systems in general, in the design proess often is absent. Aeptaneof deision support systems that laked any user involvement during design oftenis low. This for instane is the ase with the deision support systems that aredeveloped by AVEBE (see hapter 5). In the Optihem Infonet ase, intendedusers have been involved in the development of the deision support system asmuh as possible (see hapter 6).One the knowledge engineer has �nalised his design, the knowledge systemdeveloper implements the design in a real deision support system. This deisionsupport system subsequently is used by the knowledge user, and its ontents arevalidated by the knowledge speialist. The �nal role that is identi�ed is that ofthe projet manager, who manages the omplete design proess.Regarding knowledge engineering, Shreiber et al. (2000) make a distintionbetween three di�erent levels of design: ontext, onept, and artefat. In the mid-dle, the onept modelling level spei�es the internal struture and funtionalityof the deision support system in a knowledge and ommuniation model. In theknowledge model, the struture and ontent of domain knowledge, inferene know-ledge, and task knowledge are de�ned. Interation between human problem solverand deision support system is spei�ed in the ommuniation model. Herewith,Shreiber et al. expliitly set ommuniation apart from tasks regarding dei-sion support system design. In other words, they assume that the outomes ofthe deision support system's task an be ommuniated diretly to the humanproblem solver. We argue that this assumption does not hold, and argue that amore elaborate representation of interation between human problem solver and8The presented roles originate from knowledge engineering. However, they are generallyappliable. For instane, also in innovation proesses, the roles of manager, engineer, developer,speialist, and user an be reognised in relation to the unit of initiative, exeution and adoption(see hapter 2). The roles of engineer and developer typially omprise the unit of exeution.The manager role might be present in the unit of initiative. The unit of adoption onsists ofindividuals who play the role of user. 101



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportdeision support system is neessary (also see setion 3.2.1). This argument formsthe base of our approah in the Optihem Infonet ase (see hapter 6).The knowledge model onsists of a domain shema, knowledge base, inferenes,and tasks (Shreiber et al., 2000, p.89). Domain knowledge struture is modelledin the domain shema. The knowledge base aptures domain knowledge ontent.Inferenes' in- and outputs, reasoning steps, and the mapping of these elementson domain knowledge desribe inferene knowledge. Task knowledge is spei�edby deomposing tasks into their smallest ompounds: inferenes.In CommonKADS, interation between human problem solver and deisionsupport system is spei�ed in the ommuniation model, whih onsists of a om-muniation plan, transation spei�ations, and information exhange spei�a-tion (Shreiber et al., 2000, p.217). The ommuniation plan provides the generaloverview of the ommuniation pattern between human problem solver and de-ision support system using transations. A transation is hereby pereived asthe building blok of the dialogue between human problem solvers and deisionsupport systems (Shreiber et al., 2000, p.217)9. Eah transation is desribed ata lower level, whih spei�es the information that is exhanged between humanproblem solver and deision support system. The information exhange spei�-ation adds more detail to the transation spei�ation, speifying the messagesthat are passed within the transation.Prinipally, the oneptual modelling level follows the general arhiteture ofdeision support systems (Holsapple &Whinston, 1996), and model human proes-sor (Card et al., 1983), as indiated earlier. Loosely, domain knowledge onnets tothe knowledge base level of the deision support system arhiteture. The problemproessing system onnets to inferene knowledge. Lastly, task knowledge whihis de�ned in the knowledge model, and the ommuniation spei�ation from theommuniation model link to the deision support system's user interfae.At the lowest level of CommonKADS design, the artefat level, oneptualmodels are translated to a design model that is used for implementation of thedeision support system. At this level, the tehnial design of the deision supportsystem is drawn in four steps. First, what design arhiteture is used to realisethe deision support system is spei�ed. Then, the hoie is made whih hard-or software platform is needed. Third, in a detailed manner the omponentswithin the arhiteture are spei�ed. Finally, an appliation design within thespei�ed arhiteture is made. In essene, these four steps follow what in the �eldof engineering design is alled `embodiment design' (see for example Pahl & Beitz,1996, p.199-403).9The use of the term transation in the ontext of human-omputer interation is somewhatodd. In relation to omputers, transations denote interations between a lient software ap-pliation and a database (Elmasri & Navathe, 1994). A transation is a series of operationsthe lient appliation exeutes on the database in order to hange that state of the database.Transations meet the ACID properties. The transation is exeuted ompletely, or ompletelynot. This is expressed by the `(A)tomiity' property of a transation. Additionally, the databaseis in a legal state both at the beginning as well as at the end of the transation, no matter if thetransation sueeds: the `(C)onsisteny' property. The transation is exeuted in `(I)solation'from other operations at the database. At the end of the transation the lient is assured thathis hanges on the database are permanent: `(D)urabiltiy'. Whether Shreiber et al. (2000) usethe term transation as suh remains unlear. Probably, the attribution of the ACID propertiesto human-omputer interation is infeasible in pratie.102



3.3. Deision support systemsAt the highest, ontext modelling level, the organisational and task ontextis spei�ed, resulting in three desriptive models: organisation, task, and agentmodel. These models desribe fators of a human problem solver's task environ-ment, we earlier mentioned in setion 3.2.1. In addition to our earlier disussion,we point out that Shreiber et al. (2000) provide worksheets that are used to reateontext level models. An extension to these modelling worksheets has been devel-oped in the Castor programme, extending the original worksheets to also over thethree knowledge types (sensory, oded, and theoretial) (Van der Voort, 2000).Beause, we already disussed the ontext modelling level in setion 3.2.1, thislevel is not addressed further in this setion. In what follows, we elaborate onthe onept modelling level. It is not our intention to disuss all issues in know-ledge modelling in detail. Instead, we briey address the modelling onepts thatunderlie the knowledge model. An alternative, omplementary approah to theommuniation model is presented. This approah does not adopt a transationperspetive towards the interation between human problem solver and deisionsupport system. In ontrast, the interation between human problem solver anddeision support system is pereived as a oordination task, whih �ts Shreiberet al.'s (2000) notion of tasks and aligns with our disussion in setion 3.3.1.Domain knowledgeDomain knowledge onerns the olletion of knowledge elements that togetheromprise a knowledge domain, whih is represented in domain shemata and know-ledge bases. A domain shema spei�es the struture of di�erent types of know-ledge elements that are reognised. In other words, domain shemata desribeknowledge domains in an abstrat manner. In ontrast, a knowledge base repre-sents the knowledge elements that reside in the knowledge domain, and shapes theknowledge domain onretely.Knowledge is abstratly spei�ed in the domain shema, using the building bloks`onept', `relation', and `rule-type'. The `onept' and `relation' building bloksde�ne a knowledge domain's stati struture. The `rule-type' building blok rep-resents the dynami elements of a knowledge domain's struture.The building blok `onept' denotes a olletion of knowledge elements thatshare the same struture. The struture of a knowledge element is omprised bya set of attributes. This set of attributes are the harateristis that de�ne theknowledge element. An attribute onsists of two parts: an attribute label, anda value-type. The former identi�es the attribute; the latter de�nes the possiblevalues of the attribute.`Relation' is used to represent relations between onepts, whereby three vari-eties are reognised: assoiation, generalisation, and aggregation. The assoiationrelation indiates a relationship between onepts. For instane, `has an' is anassoiation relation in `an employee has an oÆe'. The generalisation relationexpresses that two onepts have a supertype-subtype relationship. The subtypeonept has the same attributes as the supertype, plus additional attributes thatsets the subtype apart from its supertype. The supertype-subtype relation for ex-ample exists between the onepts mammal and elephant. The mammal onept103



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportde�nes that all mammals are viviparous and warmblooded. Beause elephantsare mammals, also they are viviparous and warmblooded. The elephant oneptadds harateristis that are spei� for an elephant, suh as having a trunk andtusks. Aggregation onerns part-whole relations between onepts. For instane,a house onsists of multiple rooms in an aggregation relation between the aggregateonept `house' and its parts `room'.Both building bloks onept and relation, are derived from the `lass' and`relation' onstruts from objet-oriented modelling (see for instane Rumbaugh,1991). Similarly, the Uni�ed Modelling Language (UML) (OMG, 2006) is used torepresent onept and relation. In ontrast to objet-oriented modelling, Com-monKADS models do not inlude funtions (Shreiber et al., 2000); in Com-monKADS the rule-type onept adds dynami behaviour to domain shemata.Shreiber et al. state that rule-types \are a sort of natural rules, indiatinga logial relationship between two [...℄ expressions about an attribute value of aonept" (Shreiber et al., 2000, p.99). Hene, a rule-type denotes a relation be-tween one or more attributes from one onept with one or more attributes ofanother onept. Herewith, a rule-type spei�es a set of onstraints that one setof attributes puts upon another set of attributes. To exemplify this mehanismof a rule-type, onsider the Afrian and Indian elephants. Instead of speifyingthese two types of elephants as two di�erent onepts, a rule-type an be formu-lated that onstraints the size of trunk and ears based on the origin of the elephant.One the domain shema determines the knowledge domain's struture, the know-ledge domain needs to be populated, whih is done by speifying the knowledgebase. In the knowledge base, the basi building bloks are instanes, tuples, andexpressions. Instanes are spei� knowledge elements of a knowledge domain,and asribe a spei� value to the attributes of a onept. A tuple embodies aspei� assoiation relationship between instanes. In other words, a tuple is aspei� value-asription of an assoiation relation. Generalisation and aggregationrelations between onepts are embodied diretly in instanes. Lastly, expressionsinstantiate rule-types. Instead of expression, generally the term rule is used. Fur-ther information on how the knowledge base is onstruted is found in Shreiberet al. (2000).Inferene and task knowledgeInferene knowledge represents the reasoning steps, or ognitive ativities, thatare exeuted when a human problem solver or deision support system performsa task. Inferene knowledge is represented using three onstruts. First, the`inferene' onstrut denotes the reasoning step itself. Seond, `knowledge role' isused to indiate what knowledge elements from the underlying domain knowledgeare used in the inferene. Dynami and stati knowledge roles are distinguished.Dynami knowledge roles label the in- and outputs of an inferene. They mapon onepts from the underlying domain knowledge. In ase two inferenes areexeuted one after the other whereby the seond uses the outomes of the �rst,the inferenes are linked using dynami knowledge roles. Essentially, the twoinferenes share a knowledge element in the knowledge base. Stati knowledge104



3.3. Deision support systemsroles denote the inferene's internal reasoning, and map on underlying domainknowledge's rule-types.In addition to inferenes and knowledge types, Shreiber et al. (2000) introdue`transfer funtions' to denote external interation of the deision support systemduring reasoning. Prinipally, they de�ne transfer funtions similar to inferenes.Also transfer funtions have dynami roles as their in- and outputs, whih maps thetransfer funtion on domain knowledge onepts. In ontrast to inferenes, transferfuntions lak a stati knowledge role. Shreiber et al. (2000, p.108) expliitly treattransfer funtions as blak boxes in relation to building the knowledge model; theommuniation model is used to expliate additional information onerning trans-fer funtions. Four transfer funtions are identi�ed: `obtain', `reeive', `present',and `provide'. Regarding the obtain funtion, the deision support system asks itsuser to provide external information. The reeive funtion denotes the situationin whih the user provides the deision support system with external information.The present funtion onerns the system presenting internal information. Theprovide funtion onerns the situation in whih the user asks the system to pro-vide him internal information. For more about transfer funtions, see Shreiberet al. (2000, p.108-109).Earlier, we mentioned that the CommonKADS perspetive on tasks is to deom-pose tasks into their ompounding parts: inferenes (see setion 3.2.1). In essene,the representation of this deomposition was orret. Though, we �nd that someextra explanation is required.CommonKADS deomposes task into inferenes, using the intermediate on-ept of task method, in whih the task method desribes how the task is aom-plished. The task method deomposes the task into its ompounding funtions.Additionally, the task method provides a mehanism that ontrols the exeutionof these ompounding funtions. Three types of ompounding funtions are reog-nised. Task methods deompose a task in transfer funtions, inferenes and tasks.Both inferenes and transfer funtions are to be onsidered leafs to the deomposi-tion tree and terminate the deomposition (i.e. the branh annot be deomposedfurther). The deomposition of a task in other underlying (sub-) tasks again allsfor a further deomposition of these tasks using task methods, until all task meth-ods are terminated by inferenes or transfer funtions.Shreiber et al. (2000) indiate that the building bloks of domain, inferene, andtask knowledge, desribed in the foregoing, serve to design and onstrut deisionsupport systems. Domain knowledge spei�es the knowledge domain that is em-bedded in the deision support system; inferene knowledge denotes the deisionsupport system's reasoning apabilities; task knowledge desribes what inferenesfollow upon eah other, and ompose the external task (Moran, 1983) that isperformed by the deision support system.Regarding the disussion of setion 3.3.1, it is apparent that CommonKADS'knowledge model results in a model and implementation of `task handling' and`domain model' of the deision support system (see �gure 3.6). In addition, Com-monKADS uses the ommuniation model for the design of human problem solver-deision support system interation. This ommuniation model does not provide105



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportfootholds to design and implement ommuniation funtionality in the deisionsupport system. Beause of the transation perspetive, the ommuniation modelis of help in speifying message passing between human problem solver and de-ision support system over time. However, the `model of user' (see 3.6), whihwe identify as important in shaping ommuniation between deision support sys-tem and human problem solver, is not spei�ed. Therefore, we argue that theommuniation model insuÆiently indiates the struture and ontent the mes-sages should have, in order to realise knowledge reation at the side of the humanproblem solver. In addition to the ommuniation model, we suggest a omple-mentary approah, speifying the interation between human problem solver anddeision support system as tasks of oordination.Human-omputer interationIn this researh, human-omputer interation is postulated as a oordination task,with the objetive to oordinate the parallelly exeuted primary tasks of humanproblem solver and deision support system, modelled as `task handling' in �gure3.6. Additionally, for human problem solver and deision support system to beable to oordinate their tasks, we reognise two onditions that must be met. The(i) human problem solver should have a representation of the deision support sys-tem's task (`model of task in system'). Reversely, the (ii) deision support systemshould know how to ommuniate with the human problem solver (`model of user').The idea is that both `model of task in system' and `model of user' enable the twoparties to shape the messages eah sends to the other, to failitate the other'sknowledge reation. The AVEBE ase onentrates on the notion that messagesfrom deision support system to user must be tailored to the understanding of theparty that is ommuniated with (see hapter 5).Although the above line of reasoning indiates what ingredients need to beput into the deision support system, still some questions onerning the designof deision support systems remain. The initial question is how ommuniationbetween a human problem solver and deision support system is realised withinthe deision support system? The fous is on deision support system omponentsthat are involved in exhanging messages with the human problem solver and theirfuntionality. Prinipally, the funtional omponent that realises a deision sup-port system's ommuniation with a human problem solver is its human-omputerinterfae (see �gure 3.3).Having identi�ed the human-omputer interfae as the key omponent in om-muniation between deision support system and human problem solver immedi-ately raises the question what human-omputer interfae design underlies ommu-niation that the human problem solver understands? Or, in other words, whathuman-omputer interfae variables inuene the understanding of onepts thatare ommuniated from deision support system to human problem solver at theside of an human problem solver?Instead of using transfer funtions to model ommuniation between the dei-sion support system and its environment, whih positions ommuniation betweenhuman problem solver and deision support system at inferene level, we postulatethat the deision support system's ommuniation with its environment initiates106



3.3. Deision support systemsat the level of the knowledge base. It are not inferenes or transfer funtions thatdiretly exhange messages with the human problem solver. In ontrast, inferenesuse knowledge elements plaed in the knowledge base by the language system as in-puts. Similarly, inferenes output knowledge elements to the knowledge base thattrigger the presentation system to start sending the human problem solver mes-sages. This approah aligns with the way interation between the human problemsolver and its environment is spei�ed in the model human proessor; the modelhuman proessor spei�es that motor proessor and pereptual proessor funtionindependently of the ognitive proessor, and interat diretly upon memory (see�gures 3.2 and 3.4). Approahing deision support system interation with the hu-man problem solver in the presented fashion enables us to speify this interationusing the CommonKADS framework of domain, inferene, and task knowledge todesign the funtionality of the deision support system in one model. The questionthat now remains is, how a deision support system's human-omputer intera-tion should be strutured in order to ommuniate with the human problem solver?10The struture of the human-omputer interation is about how organised, howmuh, what kind of, and in what form information is presented to the user. Shoulda deision support system only o�er a minimal information struture needed for aspei� situation or should it o�er a broader view on the situation at hand? Thehuman-omputer interfae is about how all the information is presented to a user.The struture trade-o�s an be desribed by four priniples extrated frominstrutional hypertext theory (Fastrez, 2001, 2002). The four priniples are plaedon two separate dimensions: the rationality versus funtionality dimension and thesimpliity versus deliberate omplexity dimension. We disuss both, starting withthe �rst dimension: rationality vs. funtionality.Funtional strutures an be desribed in two ways. \[First℄, funtional stru-ture is the type of struture that is spei� to the organisation of knowledge inmemory [and, seond,℄ the term `funtional knowledge' desribes the knowledgeativated by an individual in a spei� ontext" (Fastrez, 2002, p.12). Hene, twoimportant aspets of funtional knowledge are that it di�ers depending on theontext and to the subjet who ativates it. The design of a struture suitable formultiple (or an in�nite number of) ontexts is the ideal situation for knowledgetransfer. Therefore, some authors argue that a good struture is not struturedfuntionally but rationally (Triot & Bastien, 1996 as reported in Fastrez, 2001).A rational struture is a logial struture, independent from the ontent of thedoument and from the ontext in whih the knowledge will be used.Beause a deision support system o�ers task-spei� information dependingon the ontext and on the task performer, we argue that a funtional strutureonnets losest to the purpose of suh systems. A rational struture ollides withthis philosophy behind deision support systems. Therefore, a rational struture isnot onsidered in this study. With a funtional struture, task-spei� knowledge ispresented in an orderly way suitable for optimal task performane. The strutureof the deision support system should \mimi that of the task to be ahieved,rather than follow a logial lassi�ation whih is spei� to the information"(Fastrez, 2002, p.13). In this way, task performers using deision support systems10The following lines are based on Faber and Peters (2006)107



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportlearn through a guided proess losely related to onrete tasks from their familiardomain, beause of whih learning problems may be minimised.The seond dimension onerns simpliity versus deliberate omplexity. Thisis about the di�erene between \how ould the deision support system relievethe burden of the user assoiated with omplex strutures and navigation withinthese strutures?" and \how ould the deision support system introdue the userto the omplexity of the domain as soon as possible?" Deliberate omplexity isbased on ognitive exibility theory (CFT) (Fastrez, 2002), whereas, aordingto Fastrez (2002), simpliity is highly related to usability: a term to address theextent to whih a omputer or deision support system is easy and enjoyable touse. We argue that the onept of usability is appliable to both the simple as wellas the omplex struture; usability is subjet to the navigation tool that is usedto navigate through a domain, not a spei� struture that is used to present thedomain.On human-omputer interation design, Norman states that design should:\(1) make it easy to determine what ations are possible at any moment (makeuse of onstraints), (2) make things visible, inluding the oneptual model of thesystem, the alternative ations, and the results of ations, (3) make it easy toevaluate the urrent state of the system and (4) follow natural mappings betweenintentions and the required ations; between ations and the resulting e�et; andbetween information that is visible and the interpretation of the system state"(Norman, 1989, p.188).The needs of the user are inorporated into the design; the user should beable to see where he is, or what he an do. The deision support system shouldbe easy to learn and should be preditable in how it behaves. The struture ofinformation should be simple aording to usability priniples. CFT emphasisesthe opposite, onsidering oversimpli�ation as a threat to learning. We argue thatthe hoie between simpliity and CFT depends on the situation for whih thedeision support system is onstruted. Central to human-omputer interationdesign remains making the onnetions with the knowledge of the user.In the Optihem Infonet ase, the simpliity-omplexity dimension stands en-tral. There, we develop a deision support system prototype with both a simpleand a omplex human-omputer interation. In a user test, the most appropriateof the two is determined (see hapter 6).Our researh onentrates on the appliation of deision support systems in therealm of sustainable innovation, requiring hoies regarding the aspets we dis-ussed in this setion. Some of these hoies prove to be ase-dependent; othersare �xed by the harateristis of the domain of sustainable innovation. Case-dependent fators unavoidably surfae in our empirial ases of AVEBE and Op-tihem Infonet, disussed in respetively hapters 5 and 6; fators that result fromthe harateristis of sustainable innovation are disussed in the next setion.3.3.3 Deision support systems and sustainable innovationIn this researh, deision support systems are used with the intention to improvethe interdependeny between knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of108



3.3. Deision support systemsknowledge (see hapter 1), and in this manner ontribute to sustainable inno-vation. The latter is investigated in the empirial ases of AVEBE (see hapter 5)and Optihem Infonet (see hapter 6). The disussion in setion 3.2.4 identi�ed adeision support system as an instrument from the knowledge management toolkit.In this regard, a deision support system aims to improve knowledge proessingproesses in the problem proessing system of a knowledge manager (see setion3.2.2). A deision support system realises suh an improvement by supporting theproblem solving proesses of a human problem solver in the problem proessingsystem, thereby resolving a ertain knowledge-related problem of the human pro-blem solver. This is attempted in both the empirial ases (see hapters 5 and6). Additionally, deision support systems have been desribed as omputer sys-tems that support individual human problem solvers in problem solving ativitiesregarding a spei� knowledge domain (as disussed in setion 3.3). The ultimateobjetive is the improvement of the human problem solver's behaviour regardinghis task. To realise this support, knowledge from a ertain knowledge domain isspei�ed in a model in terms of domain, inferene, and task knowledge (see setion3.3.2). This domain, inferene, and task knowledge together omprise the designthat is used to build the deision support system. The design of the deisionsupport system and the onstrution that follows from it are assumed to resolvea knowledge-related problem, and thus ful�lling an earlier formulated knowledgemanagement objetive. For example, in the ase of AVEBE, the objetive is toinnovate the entire starh potato value hain; the objetive of Optihem Infonet isto eventually improve the sustainability of the paper industry in the Netherlands.Using deision support systems in sustainable innovation, essentially alignswith the above-desribed struture. Also regarding sustainable innovation, theprimary objetive of a deision support system is to improve the task exeutionof a human problem solver, supporting him regarding a spei� knowledge do-main. Through interation with the deision support system, the human problemsolver reeives information regarding this knowledge domain. Upon reeption, thehuman problem solver reates knowledge elements, whih he uses in this ations(see setion 3.2.1). The question however is, what knowledge domain should thedeision support system provide support for in ase of sustainable innovation?Additionally, the question arises whether providing support regarding sustainableinnovation using a deision support system is similar to providing support regard-ing any other situation, or do additional requirements apply?In previous hapters, sustainable innovation is explained using the oneptsknowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge. The use of a dei-sion support system for sustainable innovation requires the spei�ation of thelink between the use of a deision support system and respetively knowledge ofsustainability and sustainability of knowledge. In what follows we identify theselinkages, and provide an answer to the above questions.The knowledge domain that a deision support system supports regarding sus-tainable innovation is the knowledge domain of sustainability, a domain we havedenoted as knowledge of sustainability throughout this researh. Knowledge ofsustainability aptures knowledge that enables a human problem solver to at109



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Supportsuh that his ations ontribute to sustainability. The onept of sustainabilityrelates to a ertain arti�ial system that is operated by the human problem solver(see hapter 1). In other words, knowledge of sustainability is a nested knowledgedomain (see hapter 2, setion 2.3), for it always relates to an additional know-ledge domain, i.e. the knowledge domain of the arti�ial system. Knowledge ofsustainability of an arti�ial system indiates under what onditions the arti�-ial system behaves in equilibrium with its environment. Hene, we identify the�rst requirement that must be met if a deision support system is to be used insustainable innovation, to be that the knowledge domain denoted as knowledgeof sustainability of ertain arti�ial system is modelled and implemented in thedeision support system. Both model and implementation should embody theonnetion between knowledge of sustainability and deision support system.The two situations of knowledge misplaement and knowledge absene (seesetion 3.2.2) demand distint ations to be taken when designing a deision sup-port system. Regarding situations of knowledge misplaement, the knowledge toresolve a knowledge gap already exists. This knowledge needs to be aquired andtranslated into the deision support system, using the approah disussed in se-tion 3.3.2. In ase of knowledge absene, the knowledge of sustainability needsto be produed �rst, before the intended deision support system an be made.We argue that the deision to onstrut a deision support system for situationsof knowledge absene an funtion as a trigger for the prodution of knowledgeof sustainability. In other words, to onstrut the deision support system, know-ledge of sustainability has to be developed. This is demonstrated in the OptihemInfonet ase (see hapter 6).The onnetion between sustainability of knowledge and deision support sys-tem follows from the onnetions these onepts individually have with knowledgemanagement. A deision support system is identi�ed as an instrument from theknowledge management toolkit (see setion 3.2.4). In this regard, a deision sup-port system is used to realise knowledge management interventions, thus resolvingsome knowledge-related problem (see setion 3.2.2). Next, knowledge managementis identi�ed as the proess that improves knowledge proessing, or learning pro-esses (see setion 1.2.2), thereby realising sustainability of knowledge (see setions1.2.3 and 2.4.2). From the presented line of reasoning, the link between deisionsupport system and sustainability of knowledge is apparent: as a knowledge man-agement intervention, a deision support system an be used as a means to realisesustainability of knowledge.However, the link between sustainability of knowledge and deision supportsystem is more omplex than suggested in the above. Deision support systemsan be used as interventions to realise sustainability of knowledge, if at least onerequirement is met. The onept of sustainability of knowledge denotes the nees-sity of human problem solvers to ontinuously learn regarding the sustainabilityof the arti�ial system they operate (see setion 1.2.3 and 2.4.2). In setion 3.2.1,the priniple of learning is explained. A human problem solver reates knowledgeelements from information he pereives, and adds the reated element to his exist-ing knowledge in long-term memory. Only if the newly reated knowledge elementis added to the human problem solver's long-term memory, is he able to use it toshape his ations. Regarding this proess of learning, we emphasised that know-110



3.3. Deision support systemsledge elements only are added to long-term memory if they are understood, i.e. ifthey are reognised through omparison with existing knowledge.The proess of learning is failitated by preparing information suh that thehuman problem solver reates knowledge elements that are reognised if omparedwith the human problem solver's existing knowledge. In setion 3.3.1, we identi�edthe omponents that enable the preparation of information in a deision supportsystem, suh that learning proesses are failitated. Building on Waern (1989),the knowledge domain that is aptured in the onept `model of user', is identi�edas a key element in failitating proesses of learning at the side of the supportedhuman problem solver. The model of user intends to provide footholds to tailorthe deision support system's interation with the human problem solver. In thisregard, the interation an be arranged suh that learning is initiated at the side ofthe human problem solver. Hene, we identify the seond requirement that mustbe met in ase deision support systems are used in sustainable innovation, to bethe inorporation of knowledge about the human problem solver in the deisionsupport system. Inorporating knowledge about the human problem solver in thedeision support system intends to initiate learning proesses at the side of thehuman problem solver, as suggested in the model human proessor (Card et al.,1983). Hene, embedding knowledge about the human problem solver in the de-ision support system, and using this knowledge to shape the interation betweenhuman problem solver and deision support system, embodies the onnetion be-tween deision support system and the onept of sustainability of knowledge. Inmaking this onnetion, knowledge about the intended user is required during on-strution. This implies the involvement of the supported human problem solverin the design proess of the deision support system.The two empirial ases illustrate the above idea. In ase of AVEBE, usersof the deision support systems had not been involved during development. Thisresulted in low usage of these systems (see hapter 5). In the Optihem Infonetase, users have been involved in development as muh as possible. Espeially thepartiipation of users in the testing of prototypes was helpful (see hapter 6).Summarising, deision support systems are thought to ontribute to the improve-ment of the interdependenies between knowledge of sustainability and sustaina-bility of knowledge, if and only if the two requirements spei�ed above are met.First, ontributing to the sustainability of an arti�ial system, knowledge of sus-tainability of the arti�ial system needs to be enoded in the deision supportsystem. Seond, knowledge of the human problem solver operating the arti�ialsystem should be inorporated in the deision support system as well, failitat-ing sustainability of knowledge. The former onnets to the primary objetive ofdeision support systems, namely improving the task exeution of a human pro-blem solver by supporting him in his problem solving ativities regarding a ertainknowledge domain; the latter ontributes to the use of deision support systemsas a means to realise knowledge management interventions, serving the objetiveof improving knowledge proessing of problem solving systems. In designing dei-sion support systems for sustainable innovation, both viewpoints need to be takeninto onsideration during the entire proess of design and implementation of thedeision support system. 111



Chapter 3. Knowledge management and Deision Support3.4 SummaryIn this hapter, the means to realise sustainable innovation have been addressed,being knowledge management and deision support systems. Knowledge manage-ment has been identi�ed as the governing proess of knowledge proessing. De-lared as a problem-solving proess, knowledge management onstantly monitorsknowledge proessing proesses, detets knowledge-related problems, and inter-venes to resolve found problems.Knowledge management interventions have been explained using Card et al.'s(1983) model human proessor, desribing the internal arhiteture of the hu-man problem solver. The model human proessor provided the framework thatdesribes the internal knowledge proessing of the human problem solver. Theinternal knowledge proessing onerns the storage and use of existing knowledgeon the one hand, and the generation and addition of new knowledge on the other.The former desribes the proess of knowledge use, whereas the latter indiateshow the human problem solver learns. The proess of knowledge use onnetsto the onept of knowledge of sustainability; the learning proess links to theonept of sustainability of knowledge.As one of the instruments from the knowledge management toolkit, deisionsupport systems are identi�ed as possible means to intervene in situations in whihknowledge gaps exist. A deision support system is designed in suh a fashionthat it supports a human problem solver in his problem solving ativities aimingto improve his task exeution. The support that the deision support system pro-vides, onerns a spei� knowledge domain. Using deision support systems insituations of sustainable innovation requires that the deision support system isdesigned to provide support regarding the knowledge domain of knowledge of sus-tainability of ertain arti�ial system. Additionally, in order to onnet a deisionsupport system to a human problem solver's knowledge proessing apabilities, alsoknowledge about the human problem solver must be inorporated in the deisionsupport system design. The knowledge of the human problem solver is apturedin the onept `model of user' (Waern, 1989). The `model of user' enables tailor-ing the interation between human problem solver and deision support system,aording to the harateristis of the human problem solver, and his learningapabilities. The embedding of the `model of user' in the deision support systemis required to realise sustainability of knowledge. The onstrution of the `modelof user' requires the involvement of the supported human problem solver duringdesign of the deision support system.
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